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(What happens in psychotherapy / animate transition)
"When you need me but don't want me, I'll be there. When you want me but don't need me, I'll be gone."

Brain becomes a perceptive human mind with intelligence, an imagination and memory through diverse sensory channel experiences
"The psychology of what happened and what we are doing about it"
Psychodynamics of Ingrained Conditioned Personality Structure and Behavior Change ("free will" is a myth)
Overt behavior is not exclusively in our biological DNA, it's conditioned by the texture of our historical context and content of our life in the natural world. The conscience of the unconscious mind is an entity unto
itself, a personality. While we are responsible for the consequences of our choices which our awareness makes, our conscience does not need to frighten, condemn, and reject us. i.e., punishment.
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WHAT

Historical
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Background
Automatic
Sociogenic - DNA
Ideational building-blocks

Internal

External

II.
HOW

Historical
Anticipatory
Content / Texture=> Structure => †Function => Choices
Involuntary Learning
1) Introjection
2) Imprinting
3) Identification

(Awareness)
What I know
Learn

What we think and feel towards and about
ourselves, i.e., the value judgment we place on
ourselves.
1) Think - cognitive / feel - affect
2) Towards - Acceptance vs. punishment /
rejection
3) About - Worthy vs. unworthy

*Generational Background / Social DNA
1) Unconscious 1) Beliefs
1) Shape
1) Sense of Self
1) No choice - who our parents were / belief system
(Our common 2) Conscience 2) State of
(Awareness / Self-Esteem)
2) No choice - we automatically introject, imprint, and identify from our parents and authority
figures, generation, after generation, after generation....Social DNA
humanity) --> 3) Thoughts --> Awareness -> 2) Choices ---->
Family
What happens to us = Awareness + Self-esteem = Self...Personhood
2) *Generational
4) Feelings
3) Degree of
a) Actions
1) We are born into it, we do not pick our background / Social DNA
Background
5) Self-Evaluative Self-Esteem† b) Consequences
2) We didn't do anything wrong / dysfunctional awareness and self-esteem = undesirable consequences.
Social
3) We didn't deserve it, and we don't deserve it. Our background was NOT of our doing. It's introjected beliefs / values.
3) Background
Mechanism†
Strength

Even though our brain doesn't know the difference between the pain of a broken heart from the pain of a broken bone, through sensory channels, UCS's will be transmitted into the neuron structure of the cells in
the tissues of our brain. Our brain, as it becomes a mind, with intelligence and an imagination then forms a self-repeating, ingrained electrochemical memory of the deduction or belief which in turn becomes a selfrepeating habit in our imagination and relationships with both ourselves and others. Silent self-dialogue and audible beliefs to the contrary will subjugate, enslave, and require us to serve them / habits. A rational,
healthy life is a happy life, i.e., rational, healthy thoughts and beliefs.

Conditioning (x#CS)

(rf/O)

Social - DNA / Conditioned Stimulus ------->
(Conditioned the cells in the tissue of our brain/mind. The brain
doesn't know the difference between the pain of a broken heart from
the pain of a broken bone.)

1) Natural world
a) Mom / Dad / Family
b) Brother / Sisters
c) Peers / Bullies
d) Enticements / Seducements / Mass Media
e) Authority Figures / Bosses
f) Teachers / Schools

2) "Supernatural" world - invented "religions"
a) "gods" / "godmen" / clerics / "priests" / "churches"
b) Self-anointed clerics =
Slander + Threats = Fear = Obedience and Extortion
CS
rf
CR

III.

75
Strength
(Types of Self Esteem)

Rx

† SELF EVALUATIVE MECHANISM

A) Desirable Consequences
1) Healthy avoidance behaviors
B) Undesirable Consequences
1) Escape behaviors
2) Inescapable behaviors

CS

Conditioning
Learning
Curve

CR/Habit(s)/sHr

Reinforcement ------------>

1) Serotonin
a) Thoughts
b) Feelings
2) Dopamine
c) Action
3) Norepinephrine
4) γ-Aminobutyric acid
a) GABA - slows down / sedative / relief
b) Glutamate - speeds up / euphoria / restless

a) anxiety, sadness, depression, anger, etc.
2) Fantasies: night / day dreaming
3) Acting out libido / oedipal
4) Compliance & pleasing authority figures and others
5) Shame, blame, guilt, worthlessness / punishment
a) submissiveness => powerlessness

1) Gratification / fear of disapproval or losing approval
a) what is wrong or right with me?
2) Conditional Self-Worth / Acceptance / Rejection

Rx

(Copyrighted
materials)

(Testing / Measurement)

AB Self Esteem
(Mixed / Bipolar)

Most
Common
Irrational

[

Strength
(Types of Self Esteem)

Types of covert and overt Self Esteem
(Self Evaluative Mechanism)
↓
Type-A self esteem / Conditional (Unhealthy)
Type-B self esteem / Unconditional (Healthy) UCS
Type-AB self esteem / Mixed (Healthy / Unhealthy)

UCS(Rx /Healing)
New (Uncommon)
Rational
Learning
Experience

FIGURE I Cross section of layers of covert and
overt tested self esteem
Cell Template of Multiple Growth Areas of Cognitive, Affective and
Behavioral Sociogenic Self-Esteem

]

Traits

UCS (Rx) / Healing

1. Feelings of Adequacy
2. Mastery
3. Authority
4. Power
5. Control

CR

Type B Self Esteem (Healing)

UCS (Rx / Healing)
Pre Rx test baseline

CR

Time (Months)
Tested Linear & Helical Graph B - Healing
* fed by resistance / compulsion for immediate gratification

1. Feelings of Usefulness
2. Productiveness
3. Participation
4. Contributing
D
5. Service

Traits
1. Human Worth
2. Value
3. Importance
4. Goodness
5. Honesty

A

Self-Esteem
B
Core
C

Traits
1. Recognition
2. Attention
3. Acceptance
4. Approval
5. Admiration

Covert / Type B
self-esteem is
more than the
sum of it's parts
(every trait
works together
to produce the
strength of Type
B self-esteem)

Traits
1. Feelings of Belongingness
2. Being a Part of Things
3. Companionship
4. Partnership
5. Fellowship

Observe,
where / who /
how are we
getting these
traits from?

Primary, operational drives of our mind are emotional sense of worth,
acceptance, belongingness, usefulness & adequacy.

TABLE 1
Pre and Post Test Measures of Central Value and Variability of Patients Covert and Over States of Sociogenic Self-Esteem

Right now, the compulsion for immediate gratification is the boss. It’s calling the shots.
How is that working in our lives, what results is it getting us, and is that how we want to
live our lives? What kind of person and life will that produce for us?
A rational life is a
healthy life! Put in
Description of Helical Curve:
the work for
desirable results.
Resistance / resentment, impatience, spontaneous recoveries, or

regressions are part of the helical learning curve, i.e., standing up,
speaking up, and talking back appropriately.

E

Traits

Vacillating
Plateau (New Knowledge Baseline)
(Can dip but will snap back)

0

Merry-go-round

/ Healing: Maturation

Type B Self Esteem (Healing)

↓

(mental,
emotional,
behavioral)

Sado / Masochist social role
(Symbiotic relationship)

Social Factors / Cognitive

Time (Months)
Tested Linear Graph A
75
Treatment Conditioning Curve & New Learning
(Coping)

CS

A strong
person is one
who can break
bad /
irrational
habits.

Electrochemical Mindless Factors
Neuro Transmitters
Fight / Flight / Fixation 1) Mental, emotional, and behavioral and social symptoms

Flatlined / Plateaued - Vacillates
(New Knowledge Baseline)

0

UCS's / Rx / Healing

Conditioned Response / Desirable or undesirable
consequences / habits

Covert test expressions of
self-esteem yielded
(t=44.75, df = 24, p <
beyond .0001) powerfully
significant results. Overt
test expressions of selfesteem (t=97.84, df=24, p
< beyond .0001)
overwhelming findings.

